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Coursework Unit: Hair and Beauty Research
Coursework Unit: Responding to a design brief. This unit will give the students
Project.
an opportunity to be creative and use their imagination. They will be given a
Topics Covered: Researching using a range of
topic and then choose a theme for their design brief. The students will make
methods, secondary, primary, qualitative,
a mood board to display their chosen brief and present their ideas. This is a
quantitative to produce a project on a chosen topic. course work unit that will also be sent off to the exam board.
Skills: Be able to produce a research proposal for a
Skills: understanding how to analyse design briefs, be able to present and
hair and beauty project. Be able to carry out a hair
develop ideas for a hair and beauty project
and beauty research project.
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Coursework Unit: Hair and Beauty Science.
Improving course work grades and revision for mandatory exam
Topics covered: Explore the ingredients that go into All students are doing exam revision ready to sit the exam in January 2021 or
hair and beauty products; the structure of the skin
May 2021
and hair; characteristics of the skin and hair
including the factors that affect them. Make and
design a beauty product.
Skills: Be able to evaluate a chemical composition of
a range of hair and beauty products.
Units covered: Health safety and hygiene, Consultation techniques and client care,
Treatment Focus: Client sessions
Manicure treatments, Pedicure treatments, Waxing services, Facial treatments, Skin type
Skills: Communication, Business,
analysis, Eyebrow shaping services, Eyelash and eyebrow tinting services, Make-up
Practical
applications, Anatomy and physiology for beauty therapists
Skills: Practical of all units

Year 13

Units covered: Health and safety in the salon, Client care and consultation, Body analysis, Skin analysis, Swedish massage therapy,
Body electrical treatment, Facial electrical treatment, Electrical science, Mechanical massage, Anatomy and physiology for the face
and body systems
Skills: Practical of all units

